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The efficacy and risks of different birth control options are dramatically different today from what
they once were thanks to scientific advances and increased awareness of STDs and other
factors. In the most comprehensive book on birth control since the 1970s, women's health
activist Laura Eldridge discusses the history, scientific advances, and practical uses of
everything from condoms to the male pill to Plan B.Do diaphragms work? Should you stay on the
Pill? What does fertility awareness really mean? Find these answers and more in In Our Control,
the definitive guide to modern contraceptive and sexual health. Eldridge presents her meticulous
research and unbiased consideration of our options in the intimate and honest tone of a close
friend. Eldridge goes on to explore large-scale issues that might factor into women's birth control
choices, urging her readers to consider the environmental impacts of each method and to take
part in a dialogue on how international reproductive health issues affect us all.Whether you're
looking for your first birth control method or want to know more about your current contraceptive
choice, In Our Control offers the cutting edge information and practical wisdom you’ll need to
make empowered decisions about your sexual health.
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To Barbara Seaman (1935–2008)A true heroine, a great activist, a fearless writer, a generous
guide,a wonderful teacher, and an even better friend.
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Forewordby Jennifer BaumgardnerWhen it comes to birth control, I fear I’m like an ostrich—I
long ago stuck my head in the sand. You’d think I would have faced up to it by now. I’m a feminist
who was raised on Our Bodies, Ourselves. I’m thirty-nine, I have two kids, and I don’t think I want
more. I live with my second son’s father and have sex a few times a week. All that is good.The
problem is I have always been intimidated by my birth control options. Thus, I have often avoided
using anything to prevent pregnancy. In the two decades in which I’ve had sex, I spent six years
with two girlfriends. During the other fourteen years with men, I was often frustrated with erection-
deflating condoms, scary IUDs, and the nausea-inducing birth control pill. Sometimes I look at
the array of birth control devices available and think, “Hand me my rabbit pearl.” I’m not alone in



wondering if masturbation beats sex, all things considered. All of my straight female friends
fantasize about better birth control. My friend Christine used to fetishize “the shot” (Depo-
Provera)—“Three times a year! You get it and forget it!”—but then she learned that the side
effects were atrocious and, further bummer, Depo often didn’t work. Many have dreamed a nasty
feminist dream about a male pill, but few of those women would trust a guy to take it. My sister
uses condoms, but she claims it’s because she rarely has intercourse. “Why take a pill all month
for that one time you’re going to have sex?” she asks. “I wish I were kidding.”To be honest, I
never found a contraceptive method that satisfied my contraceptive and sexual needs, and I
never found a feminist guide that inspired me to make that search a priority. Until now.Laura
Eldridge is young, savvy, and smart. She worked intimately for most of the past decade with
Barbara Seaman, the pioneering women’s health activist. Seaman (who married into her last
name but knew it was perfect for a health journalist writing about birth control) was a thirty-
something mother of three in 1968 when she discovered, via her column at Ladies’ Home
Journal, that women were suffering terrible, often fatal, side effects to the original high-dose Pill.
Several pathbreaking books (including The Doctor’s Case Against the Pill) and campaigns
against drug companies later, Barbara succeeded in getting birth control pills to carry warning
labels and making the Federal Drug Administration accept input from patients as part of the
drug’s regulation. She came into my life when she swept into the offices of Ms. magazine. Within
months of meeting her, I was off the Pill. In Our Control makes me see that my ceasing to take
the Pill isn’t where I should stop—it’s just the beginning of figuring out how to find birth control
that works for me.The trouble with most advice out there for women and girls about preventing
pregnancy and STIs is that the “experts” never give the full picture, and they don’t take into
consideration the unique situation every unique woman is in. Contraception is not a one-size-fits-
all scenario. It is about options. There are many, and they all have their triumphs and caveats,
and each woman needs to figure out what works best for her in her current sexual life. The
message of In Our Control is an important one: there is an option out there for you, and your best
option might change throughout your life. This book sets out to keep women in control of their
sexual health by equipping them with all the information they need and trusting them to make
their own decisions.Yet, In Our Control does more than just offer a survey of contraceptive
choices. It brings us into the fascinating history behind this hot topic. Laura Eldridge traces the
historical and political roots and ramifications of birth control development, noting how times of
social power for women are often met by hostility to birth control, and how middle class and rich
women were always able to buy secrecy around their reproductive mishaps. Besides providing a
cogent overview of everything from fertility awareness to female condoms, she analyzes why
birth control is such a sticky wicket. Is the Pill liberating for women—or dangerous? Are
condoms the least effective form of birth control—or the best, given that they also prevent the
spread of STIs? Eldridge stays away from either/or prescriptions, concluding, “If you aren’t
happy with your birth control, there is no reason not to try another method.” And with this book,
you can figure out how to best do that, armed with health information and political context.I



realized after reading In Our Control that there was a lot I didn’t know. We have more alternatives
than I was aware of, for instance, and birth control options that may be annoying in some ways
are powerful in others. Most of all, I learned that contraception does not have to be a damper on
your sex life. With Eldridge’s astute work in hand, I might just get my head out of the sand and
face the facts of life.

IntroductionThree years ago, at twenty-seven, I ended my long-term relationship with the Pill. I
had used it off and on for about nine years. Things hadn’t been good for a long time, and I had
desperately been looking for a way to leave, but felt trapped. It turned out the answer I’d been
looking for was there all along.I first went on the Pill when I was eighteen. I had been in a
relationship for almost a year and was thinking about having sex. Of course I planned to use
condoms as well, but I was heading off to college in New York City in the fall and didn’t want to
jeopardize my future in any way. A good child of the 1990s, I had sat through tons of sexual
education classes. They all conveyed the same message: birth control pills were the way to go. I
also knew what my friends were saying, what the girls who had become sexually active before
me whispered over French fries in the cafeteria of my small Utah Catholic high school. The only
way to be really safe, pregnancy-wise, was to take matters into your own hands.Being eighteen,
I didn’t march up to the family doctor and ask for the Pill, although thanks to good marketing on
the part of pill makers, I probably could have. I could have feigned bad periods or claimed that I
wanted to erase the blemishes that had danced farther and farther down my forehead toward my
eyebrows as puberty progressed. But I didn’t. Instead, I did what savvy young people in the Salt
Lake Valley did when they were in my situation: I went to the small Planned Parenthood located
about two blocks from my high school.Kids went there because it was cheap, and more
importantly, because of its precious “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy. I knew girls too afraid to ask for
pelvic exams who went there out of concern for basic health, and of course I knew those who
went for pregnancy tests and abortions. I was pretty nervous on that desert-hot July day when I
parked my beat-up red car next to the clinic and walked furtively into the small lobby, praying that
none of my friends’ parents would see me. I read over a brochure that listed the different
contraceptive methods next to their respective efficacy rates as I sat and waited for my
consultation, but in truth I had decided what I wanted long before I darkened the clinic doors. A
kind, soft-spoken staff doctor gave me my first pelvic exam and wrote me a prescription for a
popular tricyclic pill.The first few weeks I was on the Pill, not much happened. My breasts
swelled up and became painful, and I found that though I hadn’t really had PMS before, I was
suddenly inconsolable for two or three days before a bleed. Otherwise, I was pretty happy.I went
off to school in the fall and dropped the Pill. I rarely saw my boyfriend and remembering to take it
was too much of a pain. I would go back on periodically over the next six or seven years, always
struggling to take it regularly but never considering that otherwise unexplained changes in my
health—for example, migraine headaches I had never experienced before—were due to Pill use.
And I can honestly say I didn’t think much more about it.In 1999, the way I thought about



contraception changed. I had the tremendous honor of meeting and working with the great
author and activist Barbara Seaman. Barbara died recently after a short battle with lung cancer
and nearly fifty years of battling with drug companies, doctors, and scientists over dangerous
drugs, including hormonal contraception and hormone replacement therapy.I met Barbara as
part of an internship for a women’s studies class. I fancied myself a serious feminist and jumped
at the chance to work with an author who, a friend explained to me, had been an active member
of the second-wave women’s movement. Imagine my surprise when on my first day of work she
told me that her first book, The Doctors’ Case Against the Pill, critiqued a drug that I had come to
see as synonymous with the gains feminism had made. I was about to learn that while the Pill
has indeed revolutionized and improved women’s lives, the story is much longer and more
complicated.Even as I continued working and eventually writing with Barbara, I stayed on the
Pill. When I found myself in a new and increasingly serious relationship with the man who is now
my husband, it seemed like the natural choice. But this time, the minor inconveniences that had
whispered their presence in years past began to shout at me. My moods became erratic and
overwhelming. My breasts swelled unrecognizably, and I shuddered to put on a bra, let alone
have them touched by my partner. Most upsetting was that I began to spot each month, right
around the middle of my cycle. When I spoke to my gynecologist, she suggested I switch from a
low-dose to a regular-dose Pill. (I have since spoken to friends and other women in my life and
have learned that an extremely high number of women spot on low-dose hormones, despite
what company material suggests.)Things weren’t much better for me on the regular dose. I
began putting on weight and my moods were worse than ever, to the point where it was affecting
my relationships. I felt like I was standing outside of myself, watching a body that used to be
mine and that was now occupied by an emotionally charged, easily angered monster. Every time
I spoke to my doctor, her answer was the same: try another Pill. And so I gradually went through
five different varieties, each of which brought new problems.Why didn’t I go off? Mostly, if I am
honest, because I was scared. Not scared that I would get pregnant using another method, but
scared that going off the Pill would change my sex life in a negative way. I liked the freedom the
Pill gave me. And I had heard horror stories from friends about other methods.The truth was
(with the notable exception of Barbara) I was surrounded by amazing ignorance on all sides.
None of my friends used anything but the Pill and condoms and none had even considered that
there were other possibilities. When I began to ask about diaphragms, I couldn’t find a single girl
among my friends who had used or tried one. Nor had they tried female condoms or IUDs
(intrauterine device); they hadn’t even tried other hormonal alternatives, like Depo-Provera. This
wasn’t because my friends were all happy with the Pill—on the contrary, most had complaints
that ranged from minor to more severe—but none considered that they had other acceptable
options. When people encountered problems, their response (prompted by their doctors) was,
like mine, to try another brand. It wasn’t just that doctors had only one answer to the birth control
problem; it was that they didn’t even like the question.The last straw came when, on my third Pill
variety in a year, I stopped bleeding altogether. I know some women might like this “side effect,”



but for me it was scary. Each month, I wondered if I was pregnant. I felt terrible, like my body
desperately wanted to bleed and just couldn’t—yet I still had side-splitting cramps. It was at this
point that I marched into my gynecologist’s office and said, “I want to get off the Pill!”My
gynecologist, a lovely, bright young woman, wasn’t thrilled about my new conviction. She told me
again that I probably just needed to try another brand. But I had finally realized that when
doctors switch brands, they are enlisting you in an experiment. Prescribing the Pill is not like
prescribing an antibiotic. With antibiotics, it is known which variety effectively treats specific
bacterial strains. With the Pill, it is simply guesswork: if you do poorly on one progestin, try
another. If you spot on one dose, try a higher one. You can try a dozen brands, but at what point
do you say enough is enough?When I asked for a diaphragm, my doctor looked at me as though
I had requested a chastity belt. “Well I guess we can fit you for one,” she said reluctantly. “But it’s
not as reliable.” She pulled a dusty brochure out of a bottom drawer in her office and handed it to
me. Almost embarrassed, she said, “This is a little old … but I don’t think anything has changed.”
When I went to pick up the diaphragm—your doctor writes you a prescription, just like for any
drug, which you fill at a pharmacy—the man behind the counter rolled his eyes and told me in an
exasperated tone that they would have to order it for me, and it would take a couple of days. But
when it came, I was glad to have it.I don’t share this experience to talk women out of using the
Pill. I believe that oral contraception is the right choice for many women, and I would never tell a
friend who is happy on the Pill to get off it. Our birth control choices are private, and we as
individuals dictate which factors—safety, efficacy, expense, ease of use, degree of sexual
interference, and so on—are most important to us when we make our decisions. But it is
important to realize that these decisions are not independent from the social forces that have
directed the contraceptive conversation since it began. When it comes to contraception and
sexual health, there is no magic bullet that works equally well for everyone—but that is not the
message we receive. We are told that doctors, scientists, and experts know what’s best for our
bodies, and we are discouraged from seeing our own experience as a source of legitimate
knowledge. We are often closed to the idea of trying different methods, a problem that seems to
have more to do with the success of pharmaceutical marketing and the alliance of doctors with
drug companies than with the safety and efficacy of alternatives. To be informed consumers, to
truly exercise our freedom of choice, we must trust ourselves. And to build that trust, we must
understand how our birth control works in and on our bodies; research the available
contraceptive options independently of advertisements and doctor’s visits; and take into account
the complicated, sometimes disturbing, history of how birth control came to exist as it does
today.How can we talk about contraception in a way that ensures women have as many options
as possible? First, we need to make the conversation intergenerational. As we move through our
lives, what we want and need in a contraceptive changes. Our priorities, relationships, economic
and vocational situation and biological realities are very different at age eighteen than they are at
twenty-five, and different still at forty. For example, at eighteen, the single most important thing in
contraceptive decision-making may be pregnancy prevention. By the time you are thirty, even if



you aren’t planning children, you may not weigh this benefit as strongly against other risks. At
forty, the health risks of the Pill are different than they were at eighteen, making this option less
appealing. Too often, we act is if birth control is a subject for young women just initiating sexual
intercourse. It needs to be an evolving, dynamic, multi-decade discussion.Your particular health
profile impacts pregnancy prevention options. Whether you are under- or overweight, whether
you have a history of blood clotting or migraine headaches, even the size of your vagina and
whether you have had a baby can change the safety and efficacy of different methods. And class
factors into the equation, too: whether or not you have health insurance will have a significant
impact on your contraceptive choices. You may not be able to pay out of pocket for expensive
methods and may have other barriers to getting the birth control you want on your terms.When
women fought for the right to legally use birth control in the twentieth century, they saw
contraceptive access as the answer to women’s social problems. Second-wave feminists made
the right to abortion and birth control central goals of their activism. Many feminists in the 1970s
didn’t want to hear that the birth control pill was unsafe, because it meant facing the hard truth
that the drug wasn’t simply something that enhanced women’s power. But decades of
experience have taught us that gaining reproductive rights is not a simple answer to the bigger
problem of ensuring reproductive justice for all women. The authors of Undivided Rights, a
comprehensive and instructive study of reproductive justice groups organized by and for women
of color, note that all too often “mainstream movements for contraception and abortion … have
been unable to see how what may be reproductive freedom for them is reproductive tyranny for
others.”1 In American history, reproduction has always been a place where racial inequality has
been institutionalized, where the control of women by men has been constantly reaffirmed, and
where middle-class and wealthy women have been valued over the poor.Putting women in
control of reproduction means addressing these social issues. Building reproductive freedom,
including the ability to make contraceptive decisions, means working to give women—not the
many cultural forces and people in positions of power around them—the ultimate right to make
individual choices about pregnancy.Letting people make up their own minds often means
accepting other women’s values even when we don’t share them. If we are open to
understanding others’ choices, we can benefit from the unique wisdom that various communities
bring to our collective knowledge. Katie Singer, a writer and teacher of the Fertility Awareness
Method (FAM) of birth control, learned the technique from leaders of Catholic family groups near
her home in the American Southwest with whom she had serious ideological differences on
many fronts. But Singer was open to what they could teach her, and with their help she has
worked to bring technical knowledge of how fertility works to a wider secular community of
women. If Singer had dismissed the information that Catholic leaders had to offer because she
disagreed with their position on, for example, extramarital sex, she would never have found her
ideal contraceptive method, and she would never have been able to share it with other
women.Limiting access to contraceptive knowledge is as dangerous a form of coercion as
preventing physical access to methods. Young women today sit at the epicenter of many cultural



battles, and their access to knowledge about all their birth control options is often foreclosed by
those arguing that abstinence—not having sex—is the only acceptable form of pregnancy
prevention for young adults. Programs insisting on abstinence-only education have been gaining
huge amounts of political and financial support for close to three decades in the United States
and abroad. Besides seeking to prevent young people from becoming educated about
contraceptive health, these programs promote religious values in public schools, decline to
address the needs of students with diverse sexual identities, and insist on dangerous
essentialist ideas about women and gender. Simply put, they instruct young people that “gender
is your destiny.”2 In addition, laws and policies that insist on parental consent to obtain certain
types of health care and threaten to limit confidentiality for young women seeking reproductive
services violate the civil rights of young women and reinforce a dangerous double standard.
Women—even young women—should be given the respect and knowledge needed to make
their own decisions.Women in the twenty-first century have the best birth control in history. They
can use methods that promise to work more than 99 percent of the time. And yet, since the
hormonal innovations of the 1950s and 1960s, little has changed on the contraceptive
landscape. In many ways, female consumers can’t win when it comes to birth control innovation.
If we insist on safety, it discourages pharmaceutical firms from advancing new and potentially
dangerous methods because they are afraid of lawsuits. If we embrace innovation, it often
means taking big safety risks. It means accepting that we won’t always get comprehensive
information from companies with an economic stake in concealing the dangers of undertested
and profitable methods. Understanding the ways that protecting consumer safety has prevented
birth control innovation can help us to open up the important question of why, after half a century
and countless scientific advances, there are no truly new methods of pregnancy prevention.The
obvious gender inequities in birth control are also important to explore. Why is it that—other than
condoms, withdrawal, and vasectomies—all methods of contraception involve women’s bodies?
In what ways has scientific innovation and sexism in medicine prevented the development of
male options, and to what extent do women fail to involve male partners in the choices and
responsibilities of pregnancy prevention?Looking at birth control through these many lenses isn’t
easy. It means asking questions that often breed more questions than answers. It means
challenging ourselves to reconsider our choices and to think outside our comfort zones. It means
dealing with painful cultural histories and sometimes standing up to doctors we respect, partners
we love, and a culture that can make us feel like we aren’t in charge. Let’s move forward in this
difficult but valuable journey together, and work to place contraceptive health firmly in our control.
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isej, “So informative and interesting. LOVE THIS BOOK! I have been working at Planned
Parenthood for three years now and this book was absolutely fascinating - I am so happy with
the amount of knowledge I gained from reading this book. I really like how it goes into the history
of menstruation, how society views women, and so much more than just contraception. It is a
very nice read, not boring at all; technical at times but the author does a great job of
communicating the information in a way that is easy to understand. All women should read this
book, there is so much to benefit from.”

HRK, “Well research, easy to read -- and covers vasts topics. I am currently working on a thesis
that explores allopathic verses natural birth control -- from a living nutritional, cultural, and
spiritual perspective. I found most birth control / contraceptive books hit the history and general
pro / cons topics. However, this book thankfully questions deeper -- with topics like menstrual
suppression, the suppression of our natural rhythms and cycles -- as well as allopathic
contraceptives affects on the environment. For me, this book is a great resource -- and as
mentioned it was a nice read too. I also appreciated the neutral voice of the author, which is
helpful so one may come to their own decision.”

Just Left of Middle, “A must-read!. Laura Eldridge writes a very comprehensive guide on every
available contraceptive choice on the market today. Both women and men should definitely read
this book to stay up-to-date on best options and the medical complications of each
method.Despite the advertising, birth control has changed very little in the last 30 years (though
distribution methods have been updated with rings, patches, and implants). Ms. Eldridge's book
looks into the history of how each method was developed and how they are in use today. She
explains how effective each method is and how they can be used more effectively. (Ever
wondered if you HAVE to take the pill at the same time every day?)Some reviewers paint Ms.
Eldridge as anti-pill because she dares to address some of the serious side-effects. Instead, I
would classify her as a women's health advocate who is asking each consumer to choose a
method that works best for them and to not ignore potentially life threatening side effects.
Definitely a must-read if you are unhappy with your current method or looking to start using birth
control.”

The book by Laura Eldridge has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 4 people have provided feedback.
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